C l in i c a l C o n t r o v e r s i e s

The NEXUS decision instrument is a fairly simple tool basedon clinical criteria. In a
validation set involving a huge cohort of real-world patients presentingto just about
every type of facility and applied by many hundreds of diverse physicians, it had
near-perfectsensitivity, and would have decreasedimaging by a small but meaningful
amount. The Canadian C-spine Rule, derived in a homogeneousset of teaching
hospitals,is far more complicated.If it is successfullyvalidated in that same set of
facilities, clinicians may wish to considerwhether they can or are willing to apply it in
their own practice.If so and at that time, they would have the luxury of considering
two different instrumentsto help them identify a small but important group of very low
risk patientsin whom imaging of the C-spinecan be safelyavoided.
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We appreciatethe responseof Drs. Hoffman and Mower to our commentary (1,2). We
agreethat emergencyphysiciansare blessedto have gone from rags to riches in having
guidancefor ordering C-spine radiography,with not one, but two clinical decision rules
for C-spine radiography in blunt trauma patients.Unfortunately, these two clinical
decision instrumentsare not identical and sometimesproduce conflicting advice on
whetherto obtain C-spineradiographyin individual patients.Emergencyphysiciansdo
have to choose - do they follow one or the other, both or neither to assessif C-spine
radiographyis needed?
The NEXUS study is a landmark study in emergency medicine and should be the
standardof care for ordering C-spine radiography in the US. However, becauseof
different practice patterns and standardsof care, we are not certain that the NEXUS
criteria are sufficiently sensitiveor specific to be adoptedin Canada(where the rate of
C-spineradiographyis much lower). We would also suggestthat prior to acceptingand
adopting NEXUS as a global standard,validation outside of the US is required. This
applies equally to the CCR and any other clinical decision rule. It took many years and
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multiple validation studies from around the world before the Ottawa Ankle Rules
achievedwidespreadacceptanceas a global decision tool.
The patient populationssampledin the entire CanadianC-Spine Rule (CCR) derivation
set and the NEXUS study were very similar. Both had a l.7Vo rate of positive
radiography for significant C-spine injury. However, in NEXUS, all patients had
radiography, while in the CCR data set only 68.97o had radiographs.The rate of
positive radiographswas 2.4Voin the CCR, compared to l.7Vo in NEXUS (a 4l%o
relative difference).We suspectthat the baselinerate for radiographyin C-spine injury
a p p ro x i m ates l 00V o i n the U S , but i t i s l ess than 7U V oi n C anad a. As such,
implementing a clinical decision rule could potentially result in a paradoxicalincrease
in C-spine radiographyratesin Canada.
Contrary to the comments of Hoffman and Mower, the CCR study was conducted in
both teachingand community hospital emergencydepartments,acrossCanada.
Hoffman and Mower are quite correct in criticizing our drawing conclusionsfrom the
use of only a derivation data set. However, the CCR has subsequentlybeen validated
and is in the publication process.
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